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A pressure robust staggered discontinuous Galerkin method

for the Stokes equations
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Abstract: In this paper we propose a pressure robust staggered discontinuous Galerkin method
for the Stokes equations on general polygonal meshes by using piecewise constant approximations.
We modify the right hand side of the body force in the discrete formulation by exploiting divergence
preserving velocity reconstruction operator, which is the crux for pressure independent velocity error
estimates. The optimal convergence for velocity gradient, velocity and pressure are proved. In addition,
we are able to prove the superconvergence of velocity approximation by the incorporation of divergence
preserving velocity reconstruction operator in the dual problem, which is also an important contribution
of this paper. Finally, several numerical experiments are carried out to confirm the theoretical findings.
Keywords: staggered DG method, the Stokes equations, superconvergence, polygonal mesh, diver-

gence preserving velocity reconstruction, pressure-robustness

1 Introduction

In this paper we consider the following Stokes equations: Find the velocity u ∶ Ω → R
2 and the pressure

p ∶ Ω→ R such that

−ν∆u +∇p = f in Ω,

∇ ⋅u = 0 in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω,

(1.1)

where Ω is the computational domain in R
2, ν > 0 is a constant viscosity parameter and f ∈ [L2(Ω)]2

is the body force.
A large amount of work has been dedicated to solving (1.1), see [25, 32] and the references therein.

However, classical finite element methods can not deliver exactly divergence free solutions in the sense
of H(div;Ω) and the divergence constraint is relaxed in order to guarantee inf-sup stability [29]. As
such, these methods suffer from a lack of pressure robustness, specifically, their velocity error estimates
are pressure dependent and possibly deteriorates unboundedly for ν → 0, which shows some kind of
locking phenomena in the sense of [2].
To remedy this issue, various approaches have been proposed. Exactly divergence-free H1(Ω) or

H(div;Ω) conforming methods of order k is developed in [43, 50, 22]. An alternative strategy to achieve
divergence-free property is to enrich the H(div;Ω)-conforming elements with divergence free rational
functions, which provides the correct flexibility to enforce (strong) continuity (cf. [26, 27]). Moreover,
Cockburn [17] and Wang [46] modify the variational formulation and introduce the tangential penalty
and thus obtain discontinuous Galerkin divergence-free schemes. Another approach that can deliver
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pressure independent error estimates is to add grad-div stabilization [41, 40]. Recently, a method
based on modifying the right hand side is shown to be able to retrieve pressure robustness, and this
strategy has been successfully applied to finite volume method [34], the nonconforming Crouzeix-
Raviart element [35, 5], the conforming P +2 − P

disc
1 element [36], the hybrid discontinuous Galerkin

method [20], low and high order Taylor-Hood and mini elements [33], hybrid high-order (HHO) method
[42] and weak Galerkin (WG) method [39].
Recently, polygonal finite element methods have become a hot topic due to their great flexibility

in handling complicated geometries. Various approaches in the framework of polygonal grids have
been proposed to solve partial differential equations arising from practical applications, such as virtual
element method (VEM) [3, 4], mimetic finite difference methods [38], HHO method [19, 18], WG
methods [47, 48], generalized barycentric coordinates methods [44], staggered discontinuous Galerkin
(SDG) method [52, 56], etc. SDG as the new generation discretisation methods for PDEs based on
discrete unknowns that enjoys staggered continuity properties is initially introduced to solve wave
propagation problem [12, 13]. Its close connection to a hybridizable DG method is unveiled in [10, 11].
Note that SDG method differs from other DG methods in the sense that the basis functions are locally
conforming and penalty terms are not required. This method has many desirable features and has been
successfully applied to a wide range of partial differential equations [9, 21, 52, 56, 53, 54, 51, 55, 31].
The purpose of this paper is to develop a pressure robust staggered discontinuous Galerkin (PR-SDG)

method on general polygonal meshes for the Stokes equations with piecewise constant approximations.
Our approach is based on the framework of lowest order SDG method introduced in [56]. The novelty
here is to exploit velocity reconstruction operator in the discretization of the source term in the spirit
of [34, 39]. The principal idea behind this is that discrete divergence-free velocity test functions are
mapped to exact divergence-free ones by velocity reconstruction operator. The crux of SDG method
for the Stokes equations is to generate a sub-triangulation by connecting an interior point of the
polygonal grid to all the vertices of the polygon. Then finite element spaces that enjoy staggered
continuity properties for velocity gradient, velocity and pressure are developed, which naturally lead
to inf-sup stable pairs. In particular, the velocity space is continuous over the edges of the polygon,
which enables us to establish velocity reconstruction operator based on the polygonal grid. A rigorous
convergence analysis for L2 errors of velocity gradient, velocity and pressure is investigated. The main
difficulty lies in the proof of superconvergence and traditional techniques no long work. To attack this
issue, we exploit Aubin-Nitsche duality argument with nonstandard incorporation of continuous and
discrete formulation of the dual problem; in addition, velocity reconstruction operator is employed in
the discretization of the dual problem. We keep track explicitly of the dependence on the viscosity
in the analysis so as to address the practically important issue of body forces with large irrotational
part. Note that the lowest order SDG method can be viewed as finite volume method, thus our
work provides new perspectives for the understanding of finite volume method. Indeed, our primal
and dual partitions are exactly the same as the finite volume method proposed in [49], whereas our
method is based on the first order system and piecewise constant functions are exploited for all the
involved unknowns. Importantly, the continuity of all the unknowns are staggered on the interelement
boundaries, which naturally yields a stable numerical scheme without resorting to further stabilization.
We emphasize that the development of pressure robust method with velocity reconstruction operator
on polygonal mesh is still in its infancy [8, 39], the approach developed in this paper will definitely
inspire more works in this direction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we formulate the PR-SDG method

for the Stokes equations based on velocity reconstruction operator. Then in section 3, we prove the
optimal convergence for L2 errors of velocity gradient, velocity and pressure as well as superconvergence
of velocity. Several numerical experiments are carried out in section 4 to verify the proposed theories.
Finally, a conclusion is given.
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2 Description of PR-SDG method

In this section we begin with introducing the construction of minimal degree H(div;Ω) conforming
function on convex polygon. Then we propose the PR-SDG method by employing H(div;Ω) con-
forming velocity reconstruction in the discretization of the body force. Finally, some fundamental
properties inherited from the proposed method are provided.

2.1 Preliminaries

Letting L2
0(Ω) ∶= {q ∈ L2(Ω) ∶ ∫Ω q dx = 0}, the weak formulation for (1.1) reads as follows: Find(u, p) ∈ [H1
0(Ω)]2 ×L2

0(Ω) such that

a(u,v) + b(v, p) = (f ,v) ∀v ∈ [H1
0(Ω)]2,

b(u, q) = 0 ∀q ∈ L2
0(Ω), (2.1)

where

a(u,v) = (ν∇u,∇v), b(v, q) = −(q,∇ ⋅ v).
The weak formulation (2.1) is well posed thanks to the coercivity of the bilinear form a and the infsup
stability of the bilinear b, see [25].
We introduce an auxiliary unknown ω = ν∇u. Then, the model problem (1.1) can be recast into the

following first order system of equations

ω − ν∇u = 0 in Ω, (2.2a)

−∇ ⋅ω +∇p = f in Ω, (2.2b)

∇ ⋅u = 0 in Ω, (2.2c)

u = 0 on ∂Ω. (2.2d)

Before closing this subsection we introduce some notations that will be employed throughout the
paper. Let D ⊂ Rd, d = 1,2, we adopt the standard notations for the Sobolev spaces Hs(D) and their
associated norms ∥ ⋅ ∥s,D, and semi-norms ∣ ⋅ ∣s,D for s ≥ 0. The space H0(D) coincides with L2(D),
for which the norm is denoted as ∥ ⋅ ∥D. We use (⋅, ⋅)D to denote the inner product for d = 1,2. If
D = Ω, the subscript Ω will be dropped unless otherwise mentioned. In the sequel, we use C to denote
a generic positive constant which may have different values at different occurrences.

2.2 H(div) conforming function on polygon

In this subsection, we briefly introduce the construction of H(div;Ω) conforming function on convex
polygon by following [7]. Let T be a polygon with m vertices vi that are arranged counterclockwise,
and let ni(1 ≤ i ≤m) be the outward unit normal vector on edge ei that connects vertices vi and vi+1,
where we conveniently denote vj = vj(modm) when the subscript j is not in the range of {1,⋯,m}, see
Figure 1 for an illustration. Let x be an interior point of T , its distance to edge ei and a scaled normal
vector are defined as

di = (vi − x) ⋅ni, ñi = 1

di
ni 1 ≤ i ≤m.

Then the Wachspress coordinates are defined as (cf. [45])

λi = wi(x)/W (x) 1 ≤ i ≤m,

where wi(x) = det(ñi, ñi+1), W (x) = ∑m
i=1wi(x).
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Figure 1: Schematic of Wachspress coordinates on a hexagon.

As discusses in [23], one introduces an auxiliary ratio function

Ri(x) = ∇wi(x)
wi(x) 1 ≤ i ≤m.

By the quotient rule for differentiation, one is led to

∇λi(x) = λi(x)(Ri −

m∑
j=1

λjRj) 1 ≤ i ≤m.

Then, a counterclockwise 90o rotation of the gradient is defined by

curl(λi) = ( −∂yλi

∂xλi
) = ( 0 −1

1 0
)∇λi(x) 1 ≤ i ≤m.

Now we are ready to present the construction of minimal degree H(div;Ω) conforming finite element
function on convex polygon. Denote ∣T ∣, ∣ei∣ as the area and the length of edge ei for 1 ≤ i ≤m. Let x∗
be an arbitrary point inside polygon T , and denote by ∣Ti∣ the area of the triangle formed by x∗, vi, vi+1.
Then for each 1 ≤ i ≤m, we define ϕi by

ϕi = ci,0(x − x∗) + m∑
k=1

ci,kcurlλk,

where ci,0 = ∣ei ∣2∣T ∣
, ci,k = − 1

m ∑m−1
l=1 lbi,k+l and bi,l = δi,l∣el∣ − ∣ei∣ ∣Tl ∣

∣T ∣
. Here δi,l is the Kronecker symbol.

Furthermore, for these basis functions, we have the following properties

ϕi∣ej ⋅nj = δi,j ∇ ⋅ϕi = 2ci,0 ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤m.

Lemma 2.1. For 1 ≤ i ≤m, one has [7]

∥ϕi∥0,T ≤ C(m)∣ei∣.
In addition, for ξ ∈ [H1(T )]2, we have

∥ξ −ΠRT ξ∥0,T ≤ C(m)hT ∥ξ∥1,T .
Let Π0 be the nodal value interpolation operator based on the generalized barycentric coordinates such

as Wachspress coordinates (cf. [45]). For any φ ∈W 1,p(T ), p > 2, it holds (cf. [7])

ΠRT curlφ = curlΠ0φ. (2.3)
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Figure 2: Illustration of primal mesh (left) and the resulting simplicial submeshes (right). Solid lines
represent primal edges and dashed lines represent dual edges.

2.3 Construction of PR-SDG method

In this subsection we will present the construction of PR-SDG method. To begin with, we will describe
the construction of the staggered mesh needed in our method by following [12, 13, 14, 30]. We letTu be the initial partition of the domain Ω into non-overlapping simple convex polygonal elements
(primal mesh). We use Fu to represent the set of all the edges in this partition (primal edges) and F0

u

to represent the subset of all interior edges, that is, F0
u = Fu ∖ ∂Ω. For each polygon T in the initial

partition Tu, we select an interior point x∗ and create new edges by connecting x∗ to the vertices of
polygon. This process will divide T into the union of triangles, where the triangle is denoted as τ .
Moreover, we will use Fp to denote the set of all the new edges generated by this subdivision process
(dual edges) and use Th to denote the resulting triangulation (simplicial submeshes), on which our
basis functions are defined. In addition, we define F ∶= Fu ∪Fp and F0

∶= F0
u ∪Fp. This construction

is illustrated in Figure 2, where solid lines are edges in Fu and dashed lines are edges in Fp. For
each triangle τ ∈ Th, we let hτ be the diameter of τ and h = max{hτ , τ ∈ Th}. Here we assume that
the primal partition satisfies the standard mesh regularity assumptions: 1) Every primal element T is
star-shaped with respect to a ball of radius ρBhT , where ρB is a positive constant. 2) For every primal
element T and every edge e ∈ ∂T , it satisfies ∣e∣ ≥ ρEhT , where ρE is a positive constant. Note that
these assumptions can guarantee that the resulting triangulation Th is shape regular.
For each interior edge e ∈ F0

u, we use D(e) to denote the dual mesh, which is the union of the two
triangles in Th sharing the edge e, and for each boundary edge e ∈ Fu/F0

u, we use D(e) to denote the
triangle in Th having the edge e, see Figure 2. We define a unit normal vector ne on each edge e ∈ F
as follows: If e ∈ F/F0 is a boundary edge, then we define ne as the unit normal vector of e pointing
towards outside of Ω. If e ∈ F0 is an interior edge, then we fix ne as one of the two possible unit
normal vectors on e. We will use n instead of ne to simplify the notation when there is no confusion.
Let k ≥ 0 be the order of approximation. For every τ ∈ Th and e ∈ F , we define Pk(τ) and Pk(e)

as the spaces of polynomials of degree less than or equal to k on τ and e, respectively. Now we are
ready to describe the finite element spaces that will be used to define our numerical scheme. First, the
locally H1(Ω) conforming SDG space for velocity is defined as:

Sh ∶= {v ∶ v ∣D(e)∈ [P0(D(e))]2,∀e ∈ Fu;v ∣D(e)= 0 if e ∈ Fu/F0
u}.

The degrees of freedom for this space can be described as (see Figure 3)

φe(v) ∶= (v, ς)e ∀ς ∈ [P0(e)]2, e ∈ Fu.

The discrete L2 norm and H1 norm for the space Sh are given by

∥v∥2X = ∥v∥20 + ∑
e∈F0

u

he∥v∥20,e,
∥v∥2h = ∑

e∈Fp

h−1e ∥[v]∥20,e.
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Figure 3: Schematic of degrees of freedom for Vh (left), Sh (middle) and Ph (right) over the polygon.

Here vi = v∣τi , i = 1,2 and [v] = v1 − v2 denotes the jump on an interior edge that is shared by two
triangles τ1 and τ2 belonging to Th, and we simply take [v] = v1 for e ∈ Fu/F0

u.
Next, the locally H(div;Ω) conforming SDG space for the velocity gradient approximation is defined

as:
Vh ∶= {ψ ∶ ψ ∣τ ∈ [P0(τ)]2×2,∀τ ∈ Th; [ψn] ∣e= 0,∀e ∈ Fp},

which is equipped by

∥ψ∥2X′ = ∥ψ∥20 + ∑
e∈Fp

he∥ψn∥20,e.
Invoking scaling arguments, we have

∥ψ∥0 ≤ ∥ψ∥X′ ≤ C∥ψ∥0. (2.4)

We define the following degrees of freedom for Vh and it is illustrated in Figure 3

ϕe(ψ) ∶= (ψn, ς)e ∀ς ∈ [P0(e)]2, e ∈ Fp.

In the above definition, the jump [ψn] over an edge e ∈ Fp is defined as

[ψn] = ψ1n −ψ2n,

where ψi = ψ∣τi , e is the common edge of the two triangles τ1 and τ2 that belong to Th, and n is a
unit normal to the edge e.
Finally, locally H1(Ω) conforming finite element space for pressure is defined as:

Ph ∶= {q ∶ q ∣T ∈ P0(T ), ∀T ∈ Tu;∫
Ω
q dx = 0}

with norm

∥q∥2P = ∥q∥20 + ∑
e∈Fp

he∥q∥20,e.
Now let us define the H(div;Ω) conforming interpolation operator on polygonal mesh in the spirit

of [7]. For any v ∈ H(div;Ω) + Sh, we define ΠRTv restricted to T by

ΠRTv =
m

∑
i=1

ri(v)ϕi,

where

ri(v) = 1

∣ei∣ ∫ei v ⋅n ds ∀e ∈ Fu ∩ ∂T,T ∈ Tu.
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Note that any function v ∈ Sh is continuous over the edge e ∈ Fu, which by definition yields a function
ΠRTv that belongs to H(div;Ω).
Then following [56], the discrete formulation for the Stokes equations (2.2) reads as follows: Find(ωh,uh, ph) ∈ Vh × Sh × Ph such that

Bh(ωh,v) + b∗h(ph,v) = (f ,ΠRT v) ∀v ∈ Sh, (2.5a)

B∗h(uh,ψ) = ν−1(ωh,ψ) ∀ψ ∈ Vh, (2.5b)

bh(uh, q) = 0 ∀q ∈ Ph, (2.5c)

where the bilinear forms Bh(ωh,v) and B∗h(uh,ψ) are defined as

Bh(ωh,v) = − ∑
e∈Fp

(ωhn, [v])e,
B∗h(uh,ψ) = ∑

e∈F0
u

(uh, [ψn])e
and the bilinear forms b∗h(ph,v) and bh(uh, q) are defined as

b∗h(ph,v) = − ∑
T ∈Tu

(ph,∇ ⋅ΠRTv)T ,
bh(uh, q) = − ∑

e∈F0
u

(uh ⋅n, [q])e.
Here, we list some important properties that will be employed later. First, integration by parts yields
the following adjoint property

Bh(ψ,v) = B∗h(v,ψ) ∀(ψ,v) ∈ Vh × Sh. (2.6)

Next, we notice that for q ∈ P 0(T ), ∀T ∈ Tu, we have from integration by parts and the definition of
ΠRT

(q,∇ ⋅ΠRTv)T = −(∇q,ΠRT v)T + (q,ΠRTv ⋅n)∂T
= (q,ΠRT v ⋅n)∂T = (q,v ⋅n)∂T ,

thereby summing up over all the elements T ∈ Tu yields the following adjoint property

b∗h(q,v) = bh(v, q) ∀(q,v) ∈ Ph × Sh. (2.7)

Finally, the following inf-sup conditions hold (cf. [12, 30]):

inf
v∈Sh

sup
ω∈Vh

Bh(ω,v)∥v∥h∥ω∥0 ≥ C, (2.8)

inf
q∈Mh/{0}

sup
v∈Sh/{0}

bh(v, q)∥v∥h∥q∥0 ≥ C. (2.9)

Remark 2.1. (implementation).
Since the bilinear forms bh(⋅, ⋅) and b∗h(⋅, ⋅) are adjoint, we only need to compute bh(⋅, ⋅) in the actual

implementation. This bypasses the computation of the global velocity reconstruction in the bilinear
form, thus our implementation only modifies the right hand side assembling compared to [56].
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To facilitate later analysis, we define three interpolation operators Ih ∶ [H1(Ω)]2 → Sh, πh ∶H
1(Ω)→

Mh and Jh ∶ [H1(Ω)]2×2 → Vh, which are given explicitly as

Ihv ∣D(e) = 1

∣e∣ ∫e v ds ∀e ∈ Fu,

πhq ∣T = 1

∣T ∣ ∫T q dx ∀T ∈ Tu,
Jhψne ∣e = 1

∣e∣ ∫eψne ds ∀e ∈ Fp.

It follows immediately that

B∗h(Ihu −u,ψ) = 0 ∀ψ ∈ Vh, (2.10)

Bh(Jhω −ω,v) = 0 ∀v ∈ Sh. (2.11)

In addition, standard interpolation error estimates (cf. [16, 12]) imply

∥Ihu −u∥0 ≤ Ch∥u∥1 u ∈ [H1(Ω)]2,
∥Jhω −ω∥0 ≤ Ch∥ω∥1 ω ∈ [H1(Ω)]2×2,
∥p − πhp∥P ≤ Ch∥p∥1 p ∈ H1(Ω).

(2.12)

Next we will present some properties which play an important role for later analysis. To this end,
we decompose f as (cf. [1])

f = g + λ∇χ, (2.13)

where g is the curl of a function in H(curl;Ω) whose tangent trace vanishes on ∂Ω. χ ∈ H1(Ω) is such
that ∥∇χ∥0 = 1 and λ ∈ R+.
Lemma 2.2. For v ∈ Sh and p ∈ H1(Ω), it holds

(∇p,ΠRTv) = b∗h(πhp,v). (2.14)

Thus, we have velocity invariance property, i.e.,

(f ,ΠRT v) = (g,ΠRTv) + b∗h(πhχ,λv). (2.15)

In addition, ΠRTuh is divergence free.

Proof. For v ∈ Sh, we have from integration by parts

(∇p,ΠRTv) = ∑
T ∈Tu

( − (p,∇ ⋅ΠRTv)T + (p,ΠRTv ⋅n)∂T )
= − ∑

T ∈Tu

(πhp,∇ ⋅Π
RTv)T

= b∗h(πhp,v),
(2.16)

which gives (2.14). Thereby, we can obtain

(∇χ,ΠRTv) = b∗h(πhχ,v) ∀v ∈ Sh,

which together with (2.13) yields (2.15).
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Figure 4: Schematic of degrees of freedom for velocity and pressure for WG method over the polygon.

Finally, we will show that ΠRTuh is divergence free. For T ∈ Tu, we have from integration by parts
and the definition of ΠRT

(∇ ⋅ΠRTuh, q)T = ∑
e∈∂T

(ΠRTuh ⋅n, q)e = ∑
e∈∂T

(uh ⋅n, q)e ∀q ∈ P 0(T ).
In addition, we can infer from (2.5c) that

− ∑
e∈∂T

(uh ⋅n,1)e = 0.
This gives

(∇ ⋅ΠRTuh, q)T = 0 ∀q ∈ P 0(T ),
which implies ∇ ⋅ΠRTuh = 0 in T . On the other hand, uh is continuous over e ∈ Fu, thus ΠRTuh ∈
H(div;Ω), which implies that ΠRTuh is divergence free.

Remark 2.2. (comparison to existing methods).
We compare our method with weak Galerkin (WG) method proposed in [39]. First of all, our method

shares the same degrees of freedom for pressure with WG proposed in [39], see Figures 3 and 4. Our
method has less degrees of freedom for velocity since our velocity space only consists of edge degrees of
freedom while WG consists of edge and interior degrees of freedom (cf. Figure 4). On the other hand,
our approach is based on the first order system, thus velocity gradient can be calculated simultaneously.
However, WG is based on the primal formulation, straightforward calculation of velocity gradient is
not available.

Lemma 2.3. (approximation properties). We have for v ∈ Sh

∥v −ΠRTv∥0 ≤ Ch∥v∥h.
Proof. For any T ∈ Tu, notice that v is a constant over the sub-triangle of T and we use vi to denote the
value of v restricted to each sub-triangle τ ⊂ T . Let v̄ = 1

∣T ∣ ∑m
i=1 ∫τ vi and we use ∥v∥h,T to represent

∥v∥h restricted to T , then we have

∥v − v̄∥0,T ≤ ChT ∥v∥h,T , (2.17)

where we use the fact that if the right side vanishes, then the left side also vanishes. An application
of scaling arguments yields the desired estimate.
Since ΠRT v̄ = v̄ for v̄ ∈ [P 0(T )]2, we can proceed analogously to (2.17) to obtain

∥ΠRT v̄ −ΠRTv∥0,T = ∥ m

∑
i=1

(v̄ − vi)ϕi∥0,T ≤ C m

∑
i=1

∣v̄ − vi∣∥ϕi∥0,T ≤ ChT ∥v∥h,T ,
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where Lemma 2.1 is employed in the last inequality.
Finally, the triangle inequality yields

∥v −ΠRTv∥0,T ≤ ∥v − v̄∥0,T + ∥ΠRT v̄ −ΠRTv∥0,T .
Summing up over all the primal elements T ∈ Tu yields the desired estimate.

3 A priori error analysis

In this section we will present the convergence estimates for all the variables involved. In particular
we will prove that the error estimates for velocity are independent of ν. The main contribution of this
section is to prove the superconvergence of velocity via duality argument, which is non-trivial.
The unique solvability of the discrete formulation (2.5) can be proved in line with [56]. The proof

will not be repeated here for the sake of conciseness. We will give the uniform a priori bound for
velocity in the next lemma.

Lemma 3.1. (uniform a priori bound on the discrete velocity). The following estimate holds

∥uh∥h ≤ Cν−1∥g∥0. (3.1)

Proof. Invoking (2.13) and (2.15), we can rewrite (2.5) as

Bh(ωh,v) + b∗h(ph,v) = (g,ΠRTv) + λb∗h(πhχ,v) ∀v ∈ Sh, (3.2)

B∗h(uh,ψ) = ν−1(ωh,ψ) ∀ψ ∈ Vh, (3.3)

bh(uh, q) = 0 ∀q ∈Mh. (3.4)

Taking v = uh,ψ = ωh, q = ph − λπhχ in (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), and sum up, we can obtain

ν−1∥ωh∥20 = (g,ΠRTuh). (3.5)

We can infer from (2.6), (2.8) and (3.3) that

∥uh∥h ≤ C sup
ψ∈Vh

Bh(ψ,uh)∥ψ∥0 = C sup
ψ∈Vh

B∗h(uh,ψ)∥ψ∥0 = C sup
ψ∈Vh

ν−1(ωh,ψ)∥ψ∥0 ≤ Cν−1∥ωh∥0,
thereby, we can infer from Lemma 2.3 and (3.5)

∥uh∥2h ≤ Cν−2∥ωh∥20 ≤ Cν−1∥g∥0∥ΠRTuh∥0 ≤ Cν−1∥g∥0∥uh∥h,
which yields the desired estimate by dividing both sides by ∥uh∥h.
Remark 3.1. Contrary to the classical estimate ∥uh∥h ≤ Cν−1∥f∥0 that can be obtained from [30]
and [56], the a priori bound (3.1) persists in the limit λ → ∞. This bound can be incorporated into
Navier-Stokes equations to establish error estimates under smallness assumption that only concerns the
solenoidal part g of the body force. This can improve the existing bound given in [15], where smallness
assumption for f is required.

Theorem 3.1. Let (ω,u, p) ∈ [H1(Ω)]2×2 × [H1(Ω)]2 ×H1(Ω) be the weak solution of (2.2), ∆u ∈[L2(Ω)]2 and let (ωh,uh, ph) ∈ Vh × Sh × Ph be the numerical solution of (2.5). Then the following
estimates hold

∥w −wh∥0 ≤ Ch(ν∥∆u∥0 + ∥ω∥1),
∥Ihu −uh∥h ≤ Ch(∥u∥2 + ∥∆u∥0),
∥p − ph∥0 ≤ Ch(∥p∥1 + ν∥∆u∥0 + ∥ω∥1).
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Proof. First, we define ω̃ ∈ Vh such that

ν−1(ω̃,ψ) = B∗h(Ihu,ψ) ∀ψ ∈ Vh. (3.6)

Invoking (2.5b) and (3.6), we can obtain

ν−1(ω̃ −ωh,ψ) = B∗h(Ihu −uh,ψ) ∀ψ ∈ Vh. (3.7)

We can infer from (2.10) and (3.6) that

ν−1(ω̃,ψ) = B∗h(Ihu,ψ) = B∗h(u,ψ) = ν−1(ω,ψ) ∀ψ ∈ Vh,

which means ω̃ is the L2-orthogonal projection of ω onto Vh. Thus,

∥ω̃ −ω∥0 ≤ ∥ω −Jhω∥0.
An appeal to (2.6), (2.8) and (3.7) yields

∥Ihu −uh∥h ≤ C sup
ψ∈Vh

Bh(ψ,Ihu −uh)∥ψ∥0 = C sup
ψ∈Vh

B∗h(Ihu −uh,ψ)∥ψ∥0 ≤ Cν−1∥ω̃ −ωh∥0. (3.8)

On the other hand, we can infer from the first equation of (1.1) and (2.16) that

(f ,ΠRT v) = (−ν∆u +∇p,ΠRT v) = −ν(∆u,ΠRTv) + b∗h(πhp,v) ∀v ∈ Sh.

Integration by parts yields

Bh(w,v) = −(v,∇ ⋅w) = −ν(v,∆u) ∀v ∈ Sh.

Thereby, we can obtain

Bh(w,v) + b∗h(πhp,v) = (f ,ΠRT v) + ν(∆u,ΠRTv − v) ∀v ∈ Sh. (3.9)

On the other hand, we have from the discrete formulation (2.5a)

Bh(wh,v) + b∗h(ph,v) = (f ,ΠRTv) ∀v ∈ Sh,

which can be combined with (3.9) yielding

Bh(w −wh,v) + b∗h(πhp − ph,v) = (ν∆u,ΠRTv − v) ∀v ∈ Sh.

Hence

Bh(Jhw −wh,v) + b∗h(πhp − ph,v) = ν(∆u,ΠRT v − v) ∀v ∈ Sh. (3.10)

Taking v = Ihu −uh in (3.10), then it leads to

Bh(Jhw −wh,Ihu −uh) + b∗h(πhp − ph,Ihu −uh) = ν(∆u,ΠRT (Ihu −uh) − (Ihu −uh)).
Since b∗h(πhp − ph,Ihu −uh) = bh(Ihu −uh, πhp − ph) = 0, we have

Bh(w −wh,Ihu −uh) = ν(∆u,ΠRT (Ihu −uh) − (Ihu −uh)). (3.11)

It follows from (2.6), (2.11), (3.7) and (3.11) that

ν−1∥ω̃ −ωh∥20 = Bh(ω̃ −ωh,Ihu −uh)
= Bh(ω̃ −ω,Ihu −uh) + ν(∆u,ΠRT (Ihu −uh) − (Ihu −uh))
= Bh(ω̃ −Jhω,Ihu −uh) + ν(∆u,ΠRT (Ihu −uh) − (Ihu −uh)),
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therefore, we have from Lemma 2.3 and (3.8)

∥ω̃ −ωh∥20 ≤ C(ν∥ω̃ −Jhω∥0∥Ihu −uh∥h + ν2h∥∆u∥0∥Ihu −uh∥h)
≤ C(∥ω̃ −Jhω∥0∥ω̃ −ωh∥0 + νh∥∆u∥0∥ω̃ −ωh∥0).

The triangle inequality yields

∥ω̃ −Jhω∥0 ≤ ∥ω̃ −ω∥0 + ∥ω − Jhω∥0 ≤ 2∥ω − Jhω∥0.
Thus, we can conclude that

∥ω̃ −ωh∥0 ≤ Ch(∥ω∥1 + ν∥∆u∥0),
which gives

∥ω −ωh∥0 ≤ Ch(∥ω∥1 + ν∥∆u∥0).
Invoking (3.8), we can obtain

∥Ihu −uh∥h ≤ Cν−1∥ω̃ −ωh∥0 ≤ Ch(ν−1∥ω∥1 + ∥∆u∥0) ≤ Ch(∥u∥2 + ∥∆u∥0). (3.12)

Next, we consider the error estimate for ∥p− ph∥0. The discrete adjoint property (2.7) and the inf-sup
condition (2.9) imply

∥ph − πhp∥0 ≤ C sup
v∈Sh∖{0}

bh(v, ph − πhp)∥v∥h = C sup
v∈Sh∖{0}

b∗h(ph − πhp,v)∥v∥h . (3.13)

Moreover, (3.10) yields

b∗h(ph − πhp,v) = Bh(Jhω −ωh,v) − ν(∆u,ΠRT v − v) ∀v ∈ Sh. (3.14)

We have from (2.4), Lemma 2.3, (3.13) and (3.14) that

∥ph − πhp∥0 ≤ C(∥Jhω −ωh∥0 + νh∥∆u∥0).
Therefore, we can obtain

∥p − ph∥0 ≤ C(∥p − πhp∥0 + ∥ωh −Jhω∥0 + νh∥∆u∥0)
≤ Ch(∥p∥1 + ∥ω∥1 + ν∥∆u∥0).

The L2 error estimate for velocity can be stated as follows.

Theorem 3.2. Let (ω,u) ∈ [H1(Ω)]2×2 × [H1(Ω)]2 be the weak solution of (2.2) and ∆u ∈ [L2(Ω)]2,
and let uh ∈ Sh be the numerical solution of (2.5). Then the following estimate holds

∥u −uh∥0 ≤ Ch(∥∆u∥0 + ∥u∥2).
Proof. We have from the discrete Poincaré inequality (cf. [6]) and (3.12) that

∥Ihu −uh∥0 ≤ C∥Ihu −uh∥h ≤ Ch(∥u∥2 + ∥∆u∥0).
Then we can infer from the triangle inequality and (2.12)

∥u −uh∥0 ≤ ∥Ihu −u∥0 + ∥Ihu −uh∥0 ≤ Ch(∥u∥2 + ∥∆u∥0).
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Now we state the superconvergence for velocity.

Theorem 3.3. (superconvergence). Let (ω,u) ∈ [H1(Ω)]2×2×[H1(Ω)]2 be the weak solution of (2.2),
∆u ∈ [H2(Ω)]2 and let uh ∈ Sh be the numerical solution of (2.5). Then the following estimate holds

∥Ihu −uh∥0 ≤ Ch2(∥u∥2 + ∥∆u∥2).
Proof. Given a right hand side r ∈ [L2(Ω)]2, let (ωr,ur, pr) denote the solution of

∇ ⋅ωr +∇pr = r in Ω, (3.15)

ωr = −ν∇ur in Ω, (3.16)

∇ ⋅ur = 0 in Ω, (3.17)

ur = 0 on ∂Ω (3.18)

and let (ωr,h,ur,h, pr,h) ∈ Vh × Sh ×Ph denote the solution of

−Bh(ωr,h,v) + b∗h(pr,h,v) = (r,ΠRTv) ∀v ∈ Sh, (3.19)

−B∗h(ur,h,ψ) = ν−1(ωr,h,ψ) ∀ψ ∈ Vh, (3.20)

bh(ur,h, q) =0 ∀q ∈ Ph. (3.21)

We obtain from classical regularity results for the incompressible Stokes equations (cf. [25]) that

ν∥ur∥2 ≤ C∥r∥0,
∥ωr∥1 ≤ C∥r∥0. (3.22)

We can now apply a duality argument to prove the superconvergence. We have

∥Ihu −uh∥0 = sup
r∈[L2(Ω)]2/{0}

(r,Ihu −uh)∥r∥0
and

(r,Ihu −uh) = (r,Ihu −uh −Π
RT (Ihu −uh)) + (r,ΠRT (Ihu −uh)). (3.23)

The first term on the right hand side can be estimated by Lemma 2.3 and (3.12)

(r,Ihu −uh −Π
RT (Ihu −uh)) ≤ Ch∥r∥0∥Ihu −uh∥h ≤ Ch2∥r∥0(∥∆u∥0 + ∥u∥2).

It remains to estimate the second term of (3.23). We have from (3.16), (3.19), integration by parts
and the fact that b∗h(pr,h,Ihu −uh) = 0
(r,ΠRT (Ihu −uh)) = −Bh(ωr,h,Ihu −uh) + ν−1(ωr,ω −ωh) + (∇ur,ω −ωh)

= −Bh(ωr,h,Ihu −uh) + ν−1(ωr,ω −ωh) + (∇(ur − Ihur),ω −ωh)
= −Bh(ωr,h,Ihu −uh) + ν−1(ωr,ω −ωh) + ∑

e∈Fp

((ω −ωh)n, [ur − Ihur])e
+ ∑

e∈Fu

([(ω −ωh)n],ur − Ihur)e − (ur − Ihur,∇ ⋅ω)
= −Bh(ωr,h,Ihu −uh) + ν−1(ωr,ω −ωh)
+Bh(ω −ωh,Ihur) − (ur − Ihur,∇ ⋅ω).

(3.24)

It follows from (2.5b) and (3.10) by taking ψ = Jhωr and v = Ihur, respectively

B∗h(Ihu −uh,Jhωr) = ν−1(ω −ωh,Jhωr),
Bh(ω −ωh,Ihur) = ν(∆u,ΠRT Ihur − Ihur),
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where we use b∗h(πhp − ph,Ihur) = 0 in the second equality.
Therefore, we can recast (3.24) into the following form

(r,ΠRT (Ihu −uh)) = −Bh(ωr,h − Jhωr,Ihu −uh) + ν−1(ωr − Jhωr,ω −ωh)
+ ν(∆u,ΠRT Ihur − Ihur) − (ur − Ihur,∇ ⋅ω)
= −Bh(ωr,h − Jhωr,Ihu −uh) + ν−1(ωr − Jhωr,ω −ωh)
+ ν(∆u,ΠRT Ihur − Ihur) − ν(∆u,ur − Ihur)
= −Bh(ωr,h − Jhωr,Ihu −uh) + ν−1(ωr − Jhωr,ω −ωh) + ν(∆u,ΠRT Ihur −ur)
∶=

3

∑
i=1

Ii.

First we can obtain the following estimate by proceeding analogously to Theorem 3.1 for the dual
problem (3.15)-(3.21)

∥ωr,h −Jhωr∥0 ≤ C(∥ωr −Jhωr∥0 + νh∥∆ur∥0) ≤ Ch(∥ωr∥1 + ν∥∆ur∥0) ≤ Ch∥r∥0. (3.25)

Then I1 can be estimated by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (3.12) and (3.25)

∣I1 ∣ ≤ C∥ωr,h −Jhωr∥0∥Ihu −uh∥h ≤ h2∥r∥0(∥∆u∥0 + ∥u∥2).
We can bound I2 by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Theorem 3.1

∣I2 ∣ ≤ ν−1∥ωr −Jhωr∥0∥ω −ωh∥0 ≤ Cν−1h2∥wr∥1(ν∥∆u∥0 + ∥ω∥1) ≤ Ch2∥r∥0(∥∆u∥0 + ν−1∥ω∥1).
For an arbitrary T ∈ Tu with m edges, we have from the definitions of ΠRT and Ih

ΠRT Ihur =
m

∑
i=1

( 1∣e∣ ∫e Ihur ⋅n ds)ϕi =
m

∑
i=1

( 1∣e∣ ∫eur ⋅n ds)ϕi.

Thus, we can conclude that ΠRT Ihur = ΠRTur. Thereby we can rewrite I3 as

I3 = ν(∆u,ΠRT Ihur −ur) = ν(∆u,ΠRTur −ur)
= ν(∆u − πh∆u,Π

RTur −ur) + ν(πh∆u,Π
RTur −ur).

For the first summand, Lemma 2.1 and (3.22) give the desired bound

ν(∆u − πh∆u,Π
RTur −ur) ≤ ν∥∆u − πh∆u∥0∥ΠRTur −ur∥0

≤ Cνh2∥∆u∥1∥ur∥1 ≤ Ch2∥∆u∥1∥r∥0.
The bound for the second summand is inspired by the work given in [37]. First, we notice that
∇ ⋅ ur = 0, hence there exists a function σr such that curlσr = ur. Further, since ur ∈ [H1(Ω)]2,
it holds ν∥σr∥2 ≤ C∥r∥0, see, e.g., [28]. Furthermore, there exists a space S̃h consisting of piecewise
linear polynomials and recall that Π0 is the nodal value interpolation operator based on the generalized
barycentric coordinates (cf. Lemma 2.1). Since ΠRT satisfies (2.3), it holds ur − Π

RTur = curl(σr −

Π0σr)
ν(πh∆u,ur −Π

RTur) = ν ∑
T ∈Tu

(πh∆u, curl(σr −Π
0σr))T

≤ ∣ ∑
T ∈Tu

ν(curl(πh∆u), σr −Π
0σr)T ∣ + ν∣ ∑

T ∈Tu

(πh∆u ⋅ t, σr −Π
0σr)∂T ∣
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The first term on the right hand side vanishes since πh∆u is piecewise constant. We can bound the
second term by the error estimates on convex polygon based on the generalized barycentric coordinates
(cf. [24])

∣(πh∆u ⋅ t, σr −Π
0σr)∂T ∣ ≤ ∥πh∆u∥L∞(∂T )∥σr −Π

0σr∥L1(∂T ) ≤ Ch2
T ∥∆u∥L∞(∂T )∥σr∥2,T .

Thus

ν(πh∆u,ur −Π
RTur) ≤ Cνh2 ∑

T ∈Tu

∥∆u∥2,T ∥σr∥2,T ≤ Ch2∥∆u∥2∥r∥0.
Combining the preceding arguments, we can achieve the desired estimate.

Remark 3.2. The derivation of superconvergence for lowest order SDG method is non-trivial. In
general we need to invoke some nonstandard trace inequalities in order to deliver the desirable results,
see [56]. Here, we are able to achieve the superconvergence without resorting to nonstandard trace
inequality and the key idea lies in the use of the divergence preserving operator in the discrete formula-
tion of the dual problem as well as the integration of continuous formulation and discrete formulation
in (3.24). We emphasize that the sole application of continuous formulation (cf. (3.15)-(3.18)) or
discrete formulation (cf. (3.19)-(3.21)) can not deliver desirable result. Importantly, our analysis will
provide new perspectives for the proof of superconvergence for other discretizations as well.

Remark 3.3. We can obtain the following estimate by using the formulation given in [56]

∥ω −ωh∥0 ≤ Ch(ν∥u∥2 + ∥p∥1),
∥Ihu −uh∥h ≤ Ch(∥u∥2 + 1

ν
∥p∥1),

∥p − ph∥0 ≤ Ch(ν∥u∥2 + ∥p∥1).
Then the discrete Poincaré inequality (cf. [6]) yields

∥Ihu −uh∥0 ≤ C∥Ihu −uh∥h ≤ Ch(∥u∥2 + 1

ν
∥p∥1).

We can observe from the above estimates that the velocity error will grow unboundedly as ν → 0, and
therefore the formulation from [56] generates unsatisfactory solution as ν → 0.

4 Numerical experiments

In this section several numerical tests will be tested to confirm the proposed theories. In the following
tests, we will employ three types of meshes: Unstructured triangular mesh, trapezoidal mesh and
polygonal mesh shown in Figure 5. The accuracy and robustness of the proposed method will be
investigated. For the sake of simplicity we denote the present formulation (cf. (2.5)) as SDG1 and the
formulation obtained from [56] as SDG2.

4.1 Unstructured triangular mesh

4.1.1 Accuracy and robustness test

Let Ω = (0,1)2 and let the exact solution be given by

u = ( πx2(1 − x)2 sin(2πy) + 1
−2x(1 − x)(1 − 2x) sin(πy)2 + 1 ) , p = sin(x) cos(y) + (cos(1) − 1) sin(1). (4.1)
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Figure 5: Three types of meshes used in numerical experiments: Unstructured triangular mesh (left),
trapezoidal mesh (middle), and polygonal mesh (right).
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Figure 6: Example 4.1.1: Convergence history for ν = 1 (left) and ν = 10−6 (right).

We use unstructured triangular meshes in this section for the numerical simulation, see Figure 5. The
convergence history against the mesh size for ν = 1 are plotted in Figure 6. We can observe that first
order convergence can be achieved in L2 errors of u, p and ω for both algorithms; in addition, second
order convergence can be obtained for ∥Ihu − uh∥0, which confirms the theoretical results presented
in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3.
Then we perform simulations to test the robustness of our method. To this end, we fix h = 1/16

and choose ν = 102,10,1,10−1,10−2,10−3,10−4,10−5,10−6. The right hand side can be calculated by
f = −ν∆u + ∇p. L2 errors for velocity, pressure and velocity gradient are reported in Figure 7. The
velocity error deteriorates for ν → 0 and is asymptotically proportional to 1/ν (when ν ≤ 1) as predicted
by the theory of SDG2 (cf. Remark 3.3), which indicates that SDG2 is not pressure robust. On the
contrary, the velocity error of SDG1 remains a constant for various values of ν, which validates the
independence of velocity on the pressure variable. In addition, we can observe similar performances
for pressure error from SDG1 and SDG2. Moreover, the L2 error of velocity gradient from SDG1 is
asymptotically proportional to ν, whereas, the L2 error of velocity gradient from SDG2 tends to be a
constant when ν ≤ 1, which is consistent with the theories given in Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.3.
Finally, we display the numerical approximations for ν = 10−6 for both algorithms in Figure 8.

It is easy to see that SDG1 yields correct numerical approximation for velocity while SDG2 yields
wrong numerical approximation for velocity. Numerical approximation for pressure is correct for both
algorithms. To further verify the robustness of SDG1, we show the convergence history for ν = 10−6,
and we can observe first order convergence in L2 errors of velocity, pressure and velocity gradient; in
addition, superconvergence can be obtained for ∥Ihu −uh∥0.
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Figure 7: Example 4.1.1: Error profiles for velocity (left), pressure (middle) and velocity gradient
(right) on unstructured triangular mesh with h = 1/16.

Figure 8: Example 4.1.1: Numerical approximations on the mesh with h = 1/32 with ν = 10−6. Top:
numerical solution of u1 (left), u2 (middle), and p (right) from SDG1. Bottom: numerical solution of
u1 (left), u2 (middle), and p (right) from SDG2.

4.1.2 No flow

In this example, we again set Ω = (0,1)2, and the exact velocity and pressure are defined by

u = ( 0
0
) , p = −Ra

2
y2 +Ray −

Ra

3
,

where Ra = 1000.
The numerical solution for velocity and pressure for both algorithms are displayed in Figure 9.

We can observe that SDG1 delivers zero velocity fields, which matches the exact solution. However,
SDG2 yields nonzero velocity, which is far from the exact velocity. Then we show the error profiles for∥u − uh∥0, ∥ω − ωh∥0, ∥p − ph∥0 and ∥Ihu −uh∥0. The errors from SDG1 approach zero, see Table 1,
whereas this is not the case for SDG2, see Table 2.
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Figure 9: Example 4.1.2: Numerical approximations on the mesh with h = 1/32. Top: numerical
solution of u1 (left), u2 (middle), and p (right) from SDG1. Bottom: numerical solution of u1 (left),
u2 (middle), and p (right) from SDG2.

Mesh ∥u −uh∥0 ∥ω −ωh∥0 ∥p − ph∥0 ∥Ihu −uh∥0
h−1 Error Order Error Order Error Order Error Order
2 1.94e-015 N/A 1.36e-014 N/A 66 N/A 1.94e-15 N/A
4 5.34e-016 1.86 5.00e-015 1.44 33 0.97 5.35e-16 1.86
8 3.95e-016 0.43 5.76e-015 -0.20 16 0.99 3.95e-16 0.43
16 3.73e-016 0.08 7.42e-015 -0.36 8.4 0.99 3.73e-16 0.08
32 2.63e-016 0.50 7.14e-015 0.05 4.2 0.99 2.63e-16 0.50

Table 1: Convergence history for SDG1 for Example 4.1.2.

4.2 Trapezoidal mesh

Let Ω = (0,1)2 and we choose the exact solution to be

u = ( −ex(y cos(y) + sin(y))
exy sin(y) ) , p = 2ex sin(y).

In this test, we employ the trapezoidal mesh shown in Figure 5. The convergence history against
the number of degrees of freedom for ν = 1 is reported in Figure 10, and optimal convergence rates
matching the theoretical results can be obtained. Moreover, we also show the convergence history
against the number of degrees of freedom for ν = 10−6 for SDG1, as expected, optimal convergence
rates can be obtained. To verify the robustness, we show the errors for various values of ν, i.e.,
ν = 10j(j = −6,⋯,2) for both algorithms with the number of degrees of freedom (dof) to be 4993 in
Figure 11. Similarly, we can observe that SDG2 is not pressure robust and SDG1 is pressure robust.
The velocity error of SDG1 remains a constant for various values of ν while the velocity error of SDG2
is asymptotically proportional to 1/ν when ν ≤ 1. Moreover, the L2 error of velocity gradient from
SDG1 is asymptotically proportional to ν, whereas, the L2 error of velocity gradient from SDG2 tends
to be a constant when ν ≤ 1.
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Mesh ∥u −uh∥0 ∥ω −ωh∥0 ∥p − ph∥0 ∥Ihu −uh∥0
h−1 Error Order Error Order Error Order Error Order
2 8.75 N/A 51 N/A 75 N/A 8.75 N/A
4 3.60 1.27 34 0.57 38 0.95 3.60 1.27
8 1.12 1.68 19 0.83 18 1.05 1.12 1.68
16 0.30 1.88 10 0.93 8.9 1.06 0.30 1.88
32 0.08 1.95 5 0.97 4.3 1.04 0.07 1.96

Table 2: Convergence history for SDG2 for Example 4.1.2.
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Figure 10: Example 4.2: Convergence history for ν = 1 (left) and ν = 10−6 (right).

4.3 Polygonal mesh

In this example, we choose the same exact solution given in (4.1) and exploit the polygonal mesh
displayed in Figure 5. Figure 12 shows the convergence history against the number of degrees of
freedom for ν = 1. To verify the robustness of our method, we consider L2 errors of velocity, pressure
and velocity gradient with various values of ν, i.e., ν = 10j(j = −5,⋯,2) on the fixed mesh, and the
numerical results are given in Figure 13. Again, we can obtain similar conclusions as sections 4.1 and
4.2.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have developed a pressure robust staggered discontinuous Galerkin method for the
Stokes equations, where the crux is to modify the right hand side by using divergence preserving
operator. It is proved theoretically that the velocity error estimates are independent of ν. In addi-
tion, we are able to show that the numerical approximation for velocity superconverges to a suitable
projection. Several numerical experiments are carried out to test the accuracy and robustness of the
proposed method. In the future we will extend this approach to solve Navier-Stokes equations with
arbitrary polynomial orders, in which case the smallness assumption given in [15] can be weakened to
concern only the solenoidal part g of the body force.
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Figure 11: Example 4.2: Error profiles for velocity (left), pressure (middle) and velocity gradient
(right) on trapezoidal mesh with dof = 4993.
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